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The Ole Miss named finalist for nation’s top yearbook award

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

The 2010-11 staff of The Ole Miss works to put together that year’s edition. They are finalists for the Columbia Scholastic Press Association’s Gold Medal, awarded to the top yearbook publications in the nation.

BY JACOB BATTE
thedmnews@gmail.com

Amid one of the most controversial time periods in University of Mississippi history,
the 2010-11 staff of the Ole
Miss yearbook, The Ole Miss,
came together and produced a
yearbook that has since been
recognized as one of the best

in the country.
Each year, the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association
chooses finalists for its gold
medal and The Ole Miss is
making its first appearance on
that list since the 2006-07 edition.
Alex McDaniel, editor-inchief of The Ole Miss from
2010-11, was on her way

home from New York when
she heard the news.
“I got a little teary-eyed,”
the Arkansas native said.
“I instantly emailed the
leadership staff. I was lucky
to have the best, most hardworking staff in the world, and
I wanted them to have something from that yearbook they
could take with them, and if

this is it, I’m really excited.”
Nick Toce, the yearbook’s
photography editor, remembers receiving McDaniel’s
email.
“I was thrilled and humbled,” he said. “It’s a bit surreal. Being a finalist, being considered for this award, chosen
from hundreds of yearbooks in
the nation, is truly an honor.”
Toce said he and the other
editors owe a lot of gratitude
to their staff.
“(The staff) were terrific,”
he said. “I’m so thankful for
the photographers I had.”
Design editor Callie Blackwell said she was relieved
when she heard the news.
“We knew we had created
something different than most
yearbooks,” she said. “We actually stopped calling it that
after a while. Being named
finalist for this prestigious
award really verified that we
had something great there. It’s
good that a third party could
look at our book and think it
was as kick-ass as we did.”
The campus was undergoing changes the entire time
the staff was working on the
See YEARBOOK, PAGE 4
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New law could affect Mississippi special education
BY MEREDITH FULLER
mrfuller@olemiss.edu

In the state of Mississippi and
across the country, teachers must
be certified in a certain specialization called an endorsement.
To have an endorsement, the
teacher must have a master’s
degree in education, and while
getting the master’s degree, the
teacher can choose from several
different endorsements. The endorsements are ultimately several hours of class that focus on a
specific type of disorder and the
teacher learns how to identify,
teach and treat those with the
disorder.
The problem with these endorsements and getting the certifications is that teachers who
have already graduated and
received a degree must go back
to school to receive the endorsement, said Linda Jones, director of special education for the

inside

Lafayette County School District. The public school systems
in Mississippi have agreements
with several colleges around the
state through which the public
schools can accumulate what
they call “bank hours” to help
pay for the teachers to further
their educations.
The “bank hours” come as an
exchange for allowing student
teachers to evaluate classrooms
and gain experience.
The university allows teachers to use these hours instead of
paying for the classes they are
taking. “Bank hours” are given
for each hour that a student
teacher is teaching or evaluating
a classroom around the university. These hours can then be
used at the university instead of
the teacher having to pay any
tuition.
However, the big problem
with the situation concerning
the emotional disability endorsement classes around the Oxford
area is that there aren’t enough
classes offered at the University

Center for Manufacturing
Excellence houses largest
solar complex in state
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of Mississippi to get an endorsement for teaching children with
emotional disabilities, or an
EmD endorsement, according
to both Jones and Amanda West,
a Lafayette County teacher.
This means that teachers who
would like to or need to get this
endorsement must pay for the
classes online out of their own
pockets. There are several serious flaws with the lack of teachers qualified to teach these students with special needs.
The Mississippi Legislature
recently passed a new bill that
may make changes to the special
education system in Mississippi.
The legislature created the
Joint Legislative and Paraprofessional Education and Mental
Health Study Committee to prevent the dissolution of a committee that evaluates the special
education classrooms across the
state.
Oxford public schools superintendent Brian Harvey said he
is excited that the bill has been
passed.

“As a state overall, we’re not
providing adequate early identification, Head Start and transitions for these kids,” he said.
The committee has been in
place for several years. However, the bill extends the committee’s existence and will most
likely change the makeup of
the committee members. The
members will evaluate the current situation of special education students. Yet the committee
is only concerned with those
children in the public education
system considered to have an
extreme or serious emotional or
behavioral disorder, according
to Jones.
Students with an emotional
disability are those students
who have difficulty building
or maintaining emotional interpersonal relationships with
peers or teachers, according to
the federal guidelines on special
education.
These students also exhibit
See LAW, PAGE 5
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$60 million behind
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Former Unviersity of Mississippi Chancellor Robert
Khayat survived a scare over
the holiday season.
Khayat was rushed to Baptist Memorial Hospital in
Oxford on Dec. 16 for what
was initially treated as a lifethreatening situation.
Doctors feared it was a heart
problem, but then moved their
diagnosis to a potential blood
clot.
After a few days, doctors began treating Khayat for pneumonia and kept him in the
Intensive Care Unit for observation.
Khayat was at home resting
from a procedure he had at
a clinic in Ohio when he became ill and was taken to the
hospital.
The 73-year-old was able to
return to his Oxford residence
earlier in January.
Khayat, an Ole Miss alum
and former Rebel football
player, was chancellor from
1995-2009.
Attempts to reach Khayat
were unsuccessful.

ESPN’s Aschoff talks
Freeze, 2012 schedule
and future of Ole Miss
football
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Grandiose Gingrich and the GOP: an ironic relationship
BY SEAN HIGGINS
shiggins2011@gmail.com

With his landslide victory in
the South Carolina primary last
week, Newt Gingrich rebounded
from what seemed like a slowly
dying campaign after hard losses
in Iowa and New Hampshire. As
former Speaker Gingrich is once
again the national frontrunner,
Republican voters should investigate his record and ask themselves
if he is truly representative of the
Republican Party.
Undoubtedly, Gingrich has
scored major conservative victories. He and President Bill Clinton worked together to balance
the budget and pass welfare reform, and during the 1990s Gingrich helped gain a Republican
majority in Congress for the first
time in decades. But the problem
is that for every one of his accomplishments, there is a scandal. In
an election critical to the future
of this country, should the GOP
nominate a candidate with so

much political and personal baggage?
Gingrich’s political baggage
includes a $300,000 fine imposed on him by the House Ethics Committee, which consists of
an equal number of Democrats
and Republicans. He was fined
for failing to ensure that financing
for two projects would not violate
federal tax law and for giving the
House Ethics Committee false
information. The committee concluded his wrongdoing was either
intentional or reckless. With a 395
to 28 vote, it was the first time in
the House’s 208-year history that
it had disciplined a Speaker of the
House for ethical wrongdoing.
Facing a Republican rebellion,
Gingrich resigned from the House
after only four years as its leader.
During his tenure, a CNN/Time
poll reported that 66 percent of
respondents said Gingrich was
“too extreme,” 52 percent said he
was “out of touch” and 49 percent said he was “scary.” If Gingrich were a good leader, his own
party would not have chased him

out of office.
Throughout his career, Gingrich has proven to be an unreliable conservative. Since leaving
office, he has teamed up with Al
Gore and Nancy Pelosi on global
warming/cap-and-trade issues.
He also teamed up with Al Sharpton, of all people, to advocate for
education reform.
He stands with the left on amnesty for millions of illegal immigrants. When Rep. Paul Ryan
(R-WI) courageously laid out a
budget cutting trillions from the
federal deficit and reforming entitlements, Gingrich came out
against Ryan’s plan and deemed
it “right-wing social engineering.”
And don’t forget he was paid $1.6
million by Freddie Mac as a “historian” (the establishment word
for lobbyist) right before the mortgage lender’s collapse.
Gingrich is not a reliable conservative.
How could this man garner
votes from Republicans who believe in smaller government, legal
immigration and a sensible envi-

ronmental policy?
The Speaker’s political baggage
barely compares to his all-butconservative personal life, having
been married three times. In 1980,
he divorced his first wife, Jackie
Battley, who was undergoing cancer treatment, citing “irreconcilable differences.” But as reported
by L.H. Carter, his former campaign treasurer, Gingrich said of
Jackie: “She’s not young enough
or pretty enough to be the wife
of the president. And besides, she
has cancer.” Do these sound like
the words of a social conservative? In 1981, six months after his
divorce from Jackie Gingrich was
final, he wed Marianne Ginther.
Unsurprisingly, in 1993, while
still married to Marianne, Gingrich began an affair with House
staffer Callista Bisek, who was 23
years his junior. During the 1990s,
Marianne was diagnosed with
multiple sclerosis, and on doctor’s
orders, was told to avoid stress,
otherwise it could exacerbate her
disease. Gingrich didn’t care. According to a recent ABC News in-

terview, he asked Marianne for an
open marriage because Marianne
wanted him all to herself, and Callista didn’t care what he did.
Just as the former Speaker’s behavior could not get more hypocritical, Gingrich led the charge
to impeach and remove President Clinton from office due to
the Monica Lewinsky scandal, all
while he was having an affair with
Callista.
How could this man garner
votes from Republicans who
pride themselves on family values
and the sanctity of marriage?
Gingrich has been an unreliable leader and an unreliable
conservative. Erratic and narcissistic, he nauseates everybody but
the most blinded Republicans. As
a member of the GOP, I would
prefer that our nominee not be a
Washington insider or a chauvinistic, serial cheater.
Sean Higgins is a political science and
journalsism double-major from Brookings, S.D. Follow him on Twitter @
seanmhiggins.

Purposeful and meaningful acts on the way to success

BY CORTEZ MOSS
cortez.moss@gmail.com

On the brink of a new semester, we students often struggle to
develop a schedule that is conducive to our social and academic lives.
In a setting such as Ole Miss,
there are competing interests
and a desire to do more than we
are capable of. This desire originates from an environment that
has led many of us to believe
success can only be obtained by
climbing a ladder. Like many of
my friends and colleagues, I too

have been a victim of such ideology and experience.
We often fail to create a thesis
for our own lives by doing things
that take us to what we believe
or perceive as the next level,
based on another’s success. Not
only that, but we find ourselves
saying yes to every opportunity
because we fear the politics of
saying no.
I will not argue that this
thought has been mine during
my entire college experience.
This thinking only began to
emerge during my time as an
orientation leader.
This past semester, after having a number of conversations
with my friends and professors
about where I was in life and
if I had done things that made
me happy and I was passion-

ate about, these thoughts began
again with great conviction.
After taking a look at my resume and the things I had accomplished, a majority of the
things, yes, I was passionate
about, but I noticed a few things
I had done because someone
told me to or because it was
what I had been told to do to be
accepted at Ole Miss.
I cannot deny the fact that all
of these experiences in some
way have helped shape me
into the individual I am today,
and these experiences have
also helped me develop lasting
friendships.
These thoughts compelled
me to ask two simple questions:
“Are we doing an act of injustice to ourselves by denying or
suppressing our passions?” Even
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further, “Are we performing an
act of disservice to our communities by not focusing on what
we are passionate about?”
My convictions have led me
to answer both of these questions with a resounding yes.
There are amazing talents
within our passions that can potentially take us farther than any
path created by someone before
us, and we can impact our communities in ways unseen before.
Bowman Hitchens and Rob
Treppendahl, who raised more
than $20,000 for the Oxford
Homeless Ministries by kayaking, are arguably two examples
of individuals whose passion for
a particular work impacted a
community in a way not done
before.
I recently challenged myself

to only do things that I am passionate about. I am also beginning to challenge my friends to
do the same.
An unknown writer once
said, “Work for a cause. Not applause. Live to express, not to
impress. Don’t strive to make
your presence noticed, but your
absence felt.”
As we embark upon an eventful semester, my challenge to the
Ole Miss family is to do what
we are passionate about rather
than what pads our resumes to
get to what we perceive as the
next level based on someone
else’s success.
Cortez Moss is a public policy
leadership senior from Calhoun City.
Follow him on Twitter at @MossMoss12.
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BY ADAM BLACKWELL
ablackwe@olemiss.edu

Of course I have to start the
semester off with a bang. I tried
writing about why I love spring
semester so much more than
fall semester, but it just wasn’t
working out. The more I tried to
write, the more I wanted to talk
politics. It’s my thing; politics is
my passion.
As most knowledgeable, concerned citizens know, we are
in the middle of a GOP presidential race. With primaries already happening in three states
— Iowa, New Hampshire and
South Carolina — the American public has narrowed down
the GOP pool to Mitt Romney,
Newt Gingrich, Ron Paul and
Rick Santorum. Thankfully,
Michelle Bachmann and Rick
Perry have withdrawn from the
race before embarrassing themselves any further.

The remaining candidates
represent an interesting mix.
We’ve got Romney, the frontrunner in the election with the
most money; Paul, the extreme
constitutionalist; Gingrich, our
highly conservative former
Speaker of the House; and
Santorum, a conservative senator from Pennsylvania who was
probably the least well-known
of the four when the race first
began.
I don’t think any of the Republican candidates can beat President Obama. I do not hold this
belief because I am a Democrat
or because I am a fan of President Obama. I’ve tried to base
these thoughts on political fact
and how the game is played.
So
here’s
why:
Obviously, Romney has the best
chance of beating President
Obama. He is extremely wellfunded, popular and can appeal
to moderate voters who are the
deciding factor in national elections. However, many Republicans consider him too liberal; I
still don’t understand that one.
Unfortunately, I can’t say that
the president will beat Romney
at this point. I wish I could, but

a lot is still up in the air.
Romney will have some decisions to make in the coming weeks, especially regarding
whether he moves his position
more to the right or not, and
these decisions will directly decide his outcome in the election.
As much as you may love Gingrich, Paul or Santorum, they
cannot win a presidential election. They are too conservative
to swing the moderate votes that
they need, not to mention Gingrich’s past infidelities. While
I feel Gingrich’s personal life
should not be considered, he is
a member of the Republican
Party, where these aspects of
morality will make or break you
no matter how intelligent you
may be.
Here’s my last view on the
GOP race: they are hurting
themselves with all of this mudslinging and drama, especially
Romney and Gingrich. They

would all be more appealing
if they simply united to attack
President Obama instead of
each other. Voters want a united
party and organization. We saw
this in 2008, when Obama and
Hillary Clinton quickly stopped
the drama between themselves
to pull the party together and effectively helped the Democrats
win the election.
No one wants to listen to mudslinging. Voters want to know a
candidate’s views and politics.
I hope you’ve found my views
helpful, and maybe you’ve even
learned something. I urge you to
follow what is happening in national politics. Be informed and
have strong facts and reasoning
as to why you support a candidate. Let’s stop uninformed voting ... even if that means you
will vote Republican!
Adam Blackwell is a sophomore
public policy leadership major from
Natchez. Follow him on Twitter at
AdamBlackwell1.
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Center for Manufacturing Excellence houses largest solar complex in state
BY ELLIE SCHMERLER
ecschmerle@gmail.com

The University of Mississippi has taken another step
toward its new green initiative
with the installation of 413
solar panels on the roof of the
year-old Center for Manufacturing Excellence.
These solar panels can produce approximately 100 kilowatts of power, which has the
potential to produce enough
energy to return power to the
electrical grid that many of
the buildings on campus use
as a power source.
With the installation of
more than 400 photovoltaic
solar panels complete, the
building is the largest roofmounted solar power complex
in the state, James Vaughan,
the center’s director, said in a
press release.
“The first 392 solar panels
produce 245 watts each, and
the remaining 39 produce 340
watts apiece, which generates
roughly 108 kilowatts of electricity,” he said.
Ryan Miller, programs manager and assistant director of
center, emphasized the positive impact this will have on

the Ole Miss community and
how it benefits students’ learning experiences.
“(The students) have the opportunity to actually see solar
energy in use,” Miller said.
Students who work and
study within the center’s program can monitor the energy
used by the solar panels via
“smart screens” located in the
lobby of the building. The
screens give instant feedback
on the amount of energy the
panels create and the power
they displace.
Students will also be able
to learn from people who design solar panels similar to the
ones the center has already
installed.
The center was awarded
a $529,395 grant from the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, and
combined with $176,645 of its
own money, was able to install
the different types of panels in
December.
The university will benefit
not only from an educational
standpoint for students, but
on a financial level as well.
With a belief that in the end
the benefits will outweigh the
costs, the solar panels could
help cut spending in the fu-

YEARBOOK,
continued from page 1

ALEX MCDANIEL

yearbook, including the vote
to decide the university’s new
mascot. McDaniel remembered it as a time of great controversy.
“We wanted to make something that wasn’t a traditional
yearbook,” McDaniel said.
“The year before, I would argue, was the most divisive year

QUENTIN WINSTINE | The Daily Mississippian

More than 400 solar panels line the roof of the Center for Manufacturing Excellence.

ture on the energy used by
other buildings on campus.
“Not only will students learn
from the use of solar technol-

ogy, but they will, in fact, be
beneficiaries of the power it
generates,” Miller said.
The center’s program began

in fall 2010 with 27 freshmen
from nine states. In Fall 2011,
36 freshmen enrolled in the
program.

in Ole Miss history. We wanted
to make a book that reflected
where we are now.”
Blackwell said she and McDaniel developed the creative
concept for that year’s theme,
“Face Forward.”
“We really thought out of the
box and let the sky be the limit
with what we could do with a
yearbook,” Blackwell said. “I
believe we made it much more
than just that.”
McDaniel, who was named
the 2011 Southeast Journalist
of the year by the Southeast

Journalism Conference, also
worked as the editor-in-chief
of The Daily Mississippian
and worked on Rebel Radio
and NewsWatch during her
tenure at Ole Miss.
McDaniel said being the editor-in-chief of The DM was
the hardest job on the face of
the earth, but being editor of
The Ole Miss provided its own
set of challenges.
“We took on the challenge
of combining every story going on with the university and
turning it into a publication,”
she said.
“There is a difference in being an editor of a paper that is
going to be thrown away at the
end of the day. People hold on
to yearbooks forever.”
McDaniel, now an editorial
assistant with Parade Magazine in New York City, said
she learned how to package
stories and make them engaging during her time with the
yearbook.
Toce, now a graphic designer and copy editor for Media
General, noted that there is a
great deal of adaptation in the
world of journalism.
“It’s a combination of time
management and proper adaptation that’s required when
problems arise,” he said.
“I’m grateful to have experienced some of those moments
while at The Ole Miss because
it prepared me for similar,
large-scale problems I face as
a designer.”
Blackwell is now the social
media director for an all-natu-

ral e-commerce dog treat company. She said she learned a lot
technically and about working
with deadlines and large staffs.
“I learned that I love collaborating with intelligent, hardworking and creative people
like Alex McDaniel,” she said.
“She and I were both in graduate school together while we
were doing this book as well. I
really don’t know how we did
it when I look back; it was such
a crazy but fun and memorable time.”
When looking back on his
time with the staff, Toce said
he remembers a lot of late
nights and stressful deadlines.
“But you become a small
family, you and your staff,”
he said. “The late nights really don’t matter. Neither do
the stressful deadlines because
you’re surrounded by your
friends.”
Elaborating, Toce said that
when you work closely with
people creating something, it
becomes more than work. Fun,
even.
“It’s a binding experience,”
he said. “And seeing your
product, your work in front of
you after it’s printed, that’s the
memory that sticks.”
The staff has a little bit more
waiting to go before they find
out if they have won a gold
or silver crown, as the results
will not be announced until
March.
For more information on the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association, visit http://cspa.columbia.edu/index.html.
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LAW,

continued from page 1

the inability to learn in the capacity of intellectual, sensory or
health factors. Some students also
exhibit inappropriate behavior
or feelings in normal situations.
These students may have a general pervasive or depressed mood
and may have the tendency to
develop physical symptoms, especially fear.
The committee will work to
evaluate the current situations in
Mississippi’s public schools. The
task force members will evaluate
the curriculum and the system for
identifying these emotional disorders, but most importantly they
will evaluate the teachers educating these emotionally disabled
students, according to the bill.
Students that could have an
emotional disability must see several doctors and specialists, including teachers responsible for
several other types of students in
order to be officially considered
to have an emotional disorder, according to the federal guidelines.
West said she is the only teacher in the Lafayette County school
system who is qualified to teach
students with emotional disabilities as she had to complete
an emergency certification. An
emergency certification will allow West to teach students with
emotional disabilities for one year
while she works to complete her
endorsement.
Furthermore, West must take
the financial burden upon herself
because she cannot use the “bank
hours” to complete her endorsement at Ole Miss. West said she is
paying for the classes toward her
endorsement at Delta State University in an online program.
“I wish it was not so expensive,”
she said. “But it is costly for any
person to pursue a higher education this day and time.”
West has been working toward
her endorsement since May and
is expected to complete the required classes in the summer.
While she is the only teacher in
the Lafayette County School District working toward receiving the
EmD endorsement, she said she
does not feel too much pressure.
“The plan that University of
Southern Mississippi offers allows
for one class to be taken each semester, so I do not feel too pressured to complete the endorsement,” West said.
The state of Mississippi has taken several steps toward improving
the education system around the
state, but the lack of funding and
the poverty level in several parts
of the state make these improvements difficult. However, this extension is a major stride for the
Mississippi school system.
“We’ve taken great strides in
our state with early identification
and serving children with EmD,”
Jones said.
The money, educators say, will
be well used.
“Any time you get people together to talk about children, it’s
worth it,” Harvey said.
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Mayor recognizes community service efforts
BY DEVIN HASLOB
devin.haslob@gmail.com
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TOP: Pictured is Oxford Mayor George “Pat” Patterson, who praised the efforts of
Volunteer Oxford and University of Mississippi participants at the most recent board of
aldermen meeting. BOTTOM: A child shows off a finished craft made during a Martin
Luther King Jr. Day celebration event at the Oxford Activity Center.
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Martin Luther King, Jr. delivered his famous “I have a
dream” speech nearly 49 years
ago, rallying over 200,000 civil
rights supporters in Washington, D.C., during the March
on Washington for Jobs and
Freedom.
Just over a week ago, Kelly
Shannon and a group of University of Mississippi students
were recognized for their efforts, this time through community service in King’s name.
King’s legacy lives on
through Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day, celebrated as a national holiday in the United States
and observed as far away as
Hiroshima.
In Oxford, the events commemorating MLK Day were
recognized by Mayor George
“Pat” Patterson during this
past week’s board of aldermen
meeting.
The events held at the Oxford Activity Center saw 228
volunteers help put together a
way to celebrate, educate and
serve others by encouraging
visitors to donate canned goods
and other supplies to benefit
the Doors of Hope program.
Attendees also participated
in child-friendly arts and crafts
activities and civil rights history trivia, among other activities.
The events were held by
Volunteer Oxford, the University of Mississippi Volunteer Services and the Office of
the Dean of Students, College
Corps, the North Mississippi
VISTA Project at the University of Mississippi, the Ole Miss
College of Liberal Arts and the
Oxford Park Commission.
Volunteer Oxford director
Kelly Shannon said King’s

dream has become our reality.
“There would not be a lot
of equality for many groups in
our population if it wasn’t for
him,” she said.
“I just think people should
think of it not just as a day off
of work or school, but reflecting and somehow showing appreciation for the shot he took
for everybody.”
King once said, “Life’s most
persistent and urgent question
is: what are you doing for others?”
Serving others, according
to Shannon, and reflecting on
civil rights are a big part of
MLK Day.
Charles Ross, director of
African-American studies at
Ole Miss, said the importance
of King’s work goes back to
his commitment to changing
American society.
“Particularly in the Deep
South and opening up opportunities for, as he said, ‘for
America to open up its true
creed,’ to integrate African
Americans socially and also
politically, to have an opportunity to cast votes,” he said.
Ross said he thinks the push
for equality as well as the
chance to allow America to
utilize an entire population of
people is what drives him and
his work.
“It was that he really wanted
America to reach its full potential as a society,” he said.
“He spent a whole lot of time
organizing, mobilizing, leading
and pressuring individuals and
people that ran this country —
presidents, people in Congress
— to in fact try to do that.”
For more information about
Volunteer Oxford, follow the
organization on Facebook (Volunteer Oxford) or Twitter (@
oxfordvolunteer) or visit www.
volunteeroxford.org.
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Forward Together nears $60 million behind basketball success, new football coach
BY WILL BEDWELL
williambbedwell@gmail.com

The UMAA campaign Forward Together has now raised
over $59 million since beginning its capital campaign
fundraiser in August to build a
new basketball arena and add
seating to bowl in the North
Endzone of Vaught-Hemingway Stadium by the start of
the 2015-16 school year. The
goal of Forward Together is
to raise $150 million through
a diverse, mixed-funding approach. Forward Together celebrated reaching the $25 million fundraising mark at the
end of September and reached
the $50 million mark in early
January.
Danny White, the senior associate athletics director, currently spearheads the revenue
team of the UMAA Foundation and has been impressed
with the influx of donors during the beginning of the campaign.
“I think it speaks volumes
for the Ole Miss community,
alumni and, certainly, our donors for us to be just shy of $60
million having gone through
the football season we just
went through,” he said.
White believes it is hard to
say that there were any adverse impacts on donations after the football season because
the campaign is already so far
along in terms of achieving its
goals.
Michael Thompson, senior
associate athletics director for
communications and market-

PHOTOS COURTESY OLE MISS ATHLETICS MEDIA RELATIONS | The Daily Mississippian

Renderings for the outside and inside of the new 10,000-seat basketball arena, scheduled for completion by the start of the 2015-16 school year.

ing, said he sees the campaign
as an exciting opportunity for
all Ole Miss fans. Thompson
said that “right now is a really exciting time to be part
of Ole Miss,” because of the
campaign. Thompson said
Ole Miss athletics are at a major turning point and the campaign is about where the future
takes the whole department.
White credits men’s basketball head coach Andy Kennedy’s ability to bring more
young talent to Oxford and the
program’s overall strength and
success as catalysts for the early success of Forward Together. Thompson also credits the
introduction of new football
coach Hugh Freeze for getting
the fan base excited about the
future, which is the focus of
Forward Together.
“I think coach Freeze has
brought a big boost to the
campaign,” Thompson said.
“It just gets the entire fan base
excited about the future, and
this whole campaign is about

the future. It’s not about today,
it’s about tomorrow and how
we build facilities that make
this place even more special
than it already is.”
In order to choose a name
for the fundraising campaign,
Thompson’s team researched
who the Rebel donor and fan
base consisted of and decided
how they wanted their Ole
Miss brand to be represented.
Thompson’s team finally decided on Forward Together.
“Forward Together is very
much about locking arms as
a fan base and running to the
same goal together,” he said.
“It also means that everyone is
involved in this. It doesn’t matter if you give $5 or $10 million. Everybody can play a role
in this campaign.”
The fundraising structure
created by White serves to
mirror this image of everyone
heading toward the same goal
by allowing a myriad of options for donors.
“This is the first time we’ve

incorporated a blended funding model in our fundraising
efforts in terms of philanthropy (and) traditional fundraising, as well as premium seat
revenue with the product we
call CGA, Capital Gift Agreement,” he said. “We feel like
it’s a bit innovative and a different approach, but it’s been
very successful.”
Anyone can contribute to
the campaign through giving simple donations, joining
the Vaught Society or making
Capital Gift Agreements.
The Vaught Society was created two years ago and is now
compromised of 140 members.
To join the group, one must
make a minimum contribution
of $5,000 a year for five years.
Capital Gift Agreements are
like personal seat licenses but
structured differently in order
to retain tax deductibility. This
ensures the contribution is created as a donation.
“Rather than a contract,
like a seat license, Capital Gift

Agreements are a pledge and
for (donors’) contributions
they get rights to their seats,”
White said.
The campaign’s funds will be
used in two phases. Phase One
will cost $100 million and will
consist of building a first-class,
10,000-seat basketball facility
and renovating Vaught-Hemingway Stadium.
Phase Two will cost $50 million and will expand VaughtHemingway Stadium through
the North Endzone, bringing
the stadium’s capacity to over
70,000.
The total plan is to raise $150
million. Of the $150 million,
approximately $50 million will
come from philanthropic giving and $100 million will come
from seat-related revenue.
None of the campaign will use
public funding.
To view renderings of the
projects or to donate to the
Forward Together campaign,
visit www.ForwardTogetherRebels.com.
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Daniel O’Sullivan, an associate professor of French and senior fellow of Residential College, takes a test to receive his black belt after training for six years. The event was held at the Oxford Fencers Building.
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Galtney’s $1 million gift helps
fund tennis center expansion

FILE PHOTO | The Daily Mississippian

Expansion and renovation of the Palmer/Salloum Tennis Center continues with the help of a $1 million donation made by former tennis
player Will Galtney.

BY MATT SIGLER
mcsigler@olemiss.edu

In 2007, the Ole Miss Athletics
Department announced plans
to expand the Palmer-Salloum
Tennis Center. This expansion
included additional seats and the
renovation of player and coach
areas, including locker rooms,
coaches’ offices and a study area.
However, this expansion would
come at a steep cost: $2 million.
In December, the UMAA
Foundation announced a $1
million donation made by former tennis player and long-time
athletic supporter, Will Galtney.
In recognition of his gift, the
courts at the Palmer-Salloum
Tennis Center will be named in
his honor. Danny White, senior
associate athletics director and
executive director of the UMAA
Foundation, said the donation
put the project on its feet.
“Will Galtney’s generosity has
allowed this project to happen,”
White said. “Tennis is more difficult to raise money for because
there is such a small group of

alumni that played here. And
while it is growing, the fan attendance and interest is relatively
low compared to some of our
revenue-producing sports. This
makes a leadership gift like Will’s
even more important.”
Galtney’s donation put the
renovation and expansion of
the tennis facility on the map because so many other fundraising
campaigns are also in progress at
Ole Miss.
White, however, realizes the
importance of the new facilities
for the program.
“We make a point to prioritize
our capital projects by area of
greatest need,” he said. “To that
end, we felt that our men’s and
women’s tennis programs needed this new facility to compete at
the highest level possible.”
Many people are excited to
see what these new facilities will
be able to provide for the Rebel
Netters, who come into this season ranked No. 24 in men’s tennis and No. 37 in women’s tennis.
“It’s to help in all aspects,”

SHOP FOR SPRING
BREAK EARLY!
25% OFF ALL NIKE SHORTS
50% OFF SELECT NIKE SHORTS
3 DAYS ONLY!!!

JANUARY 26, 27, AND 28
Plus Ole miss apparel 25-50% off

men’s head coach Billy Chadwick said. “It’s going to really
help with the day-to-day experience for the student-athletes, and
it is also designed so that it is extremely fan friendly. It has viewing areas from the top of the two
buildings we are putting up. It is
also going to add, I think, to the
beauty of the campus.”
White also agrees that this new
facility will allow the Ole Miss
tennis programs to continue to
be two of the most successful
programs in the country.
“Coach Chadwick and coach
Beyers have built remarkable
programs on the men’s and
women’s tennis teams,” he said.
“When the Palmer-Salloum Tennis Center was first built, it was
one of the nicest in the country.
Over the past 20 years other facilities have caught up and many
have passed us. This new expansion will bring us right back on
par with the best tennis facilities
in America.”
Despite having what could
be called an “outdated” facility,
success on the court has not faltered. This expansion, however,
is what White feels will push the
program over the hump and allow for more exposure of the
teams’ continuing success.
“We hope to continue our
strong tradition of success in
both men’s and women’s tennis,” he said. “Hopefully, it will
elevate the level of fan interest
and generate larger crowds and
more excitement on campus.”
The facility is expected to be
completed and open by the time
the men’s and women’s teams
start their outdoor season next
month. The men’s team hosts
Southern Miss this Saturday at
1:30 p.m. at the Gillom Center
and return home to host Memphis on Feb. 28. The women’s
team plays their first home
match on Feb. 18 against Southern Miss.

sports briefs
Pro Bowl Trio,
Super Bowl Duo
Headline Landmark
Year For NFL Rebels
The Unviersity of Mississippi’s
storied history of former players
in the NFL reached new heights
in 2011-12 season, headlined by
three Pro Bowlers and a pair of
Rebels bound for Super Bowl
XLVI.
With the Giants’ Eli Manning,
Steelers’ Mike Wallace and the
49ers’ Patrick Willis, Ole Miss is
one of only seven schools in the
nation with three or more alumni
in the Pro Bowl.
However, Manning will not be
able to take advantage of his allstar roster spot, as his New York
squad will be facing the Patriots
and ex-Rebel BenJarvus GreenEllis for the Lombardi Trophy.
The Ole Miss presence on the Giants is further bolstered by Stacy
Andrews, who played in nine
games before being placed on season-ending injured reserve.
These former Rebels are among
24 in the league, which ranks seventh among SEC schools, and 16
of those players started games for
their respective clubs.
Nine former Rebels helped their
teams to playoff appearances. Michael Oher started all 16 games
for the Ravens, who won the AFC
North and came within a game
of the Super Bowl. Others in the
postseason included Peria Jerry
(Falcons), Ashlee Palmer (Lions)
and Cassius Vaughn (Broncos).
Other former Rebels in the NFL
include Marshay Green (Cardinals), Bruce Hall (Bills), Greg
Hardy (Panthers), John Jerry (Dolphins), Kendrick Lewis (Chiefs),
Trumaine McBride (Jaguars),
Dexter McCluster (Chiefs), Jayme
Mitchell (Browns), Jermey Parnell
(Cowboys), Jerrell Powe (Chiefs),
Jamarca Sanford (Vikings), Chris
Spencer (Bears), Micheal Spurlock (Buccaneers), Emmanuel
Stephens (Browns) and Patrick
Trahan (Bears)

Henry Earns SEC
Player Of The Week
Accolade
Ole Miss’ Terrance Henry was
named Southeastern Conference Player of the Week after averaging 18 points, 6.5 rebounds
and two assists in wins over 15thranked Mississippi State and at
Georgia, the league office announced on Monday.
The 6’9,” 210-pound senior forward from Monroe, La., keyed the
Rebels’ 66-63 road win at Georgia
with 24 points and 10 rebounds
for his first double-double of the
year. His point total was two shy
of his career high, and he hit three
critical free throws to hold off a furious Georgia rally in the final 18
seconds.
Henry also scored 12 points with
three boards and three assists in
helping Ole Miss to a 75-68 upset

of Mississippi State. Charged with
the responsibility to defend MSU
point guard Dee Bost for most
of the game, he held him to nine
points before Bost made a couple
of three’s in the final 20 seconds
after the game was out of reach.

Spirit Squads
Enjoy Success At
2012 National
Championships
The Ole Miss Spirit Squads took
three routines to the 2012 UCA/
UDA College National Championships at ESPN’s Wide World of
Sports Complex in Orlando, Fla.,
recently, and experienced a great
deal of success.
The squads competed at the
Division I level with the Rebelettes
competing in hip-hop and jazz
competitions while the cheerleaders competed in the co-ed classification. Classification for competition is based on the division in
which each school’s football program competes.
The Rebelettes finished the
competition ranked 13th nationally in the hip-hop division while
taking home an eighth place finish
in the jazz division. The cheerleading squad took home a sixth place
finish in the national competition.
The cheerleading squad also
competed in the World University
Cheerleading
Championships,
claiming the title in the first year
of the competition for the large
co-ed division.

Thiemann’s Win
Doubles Title At SEC
Indoors, WOMEN’S
TENNIS STARTS
Season 2-0
On the men’s side, the senior
twin duo of Marcel Thiemann
and Chris Thiemann, preseason
ranked No. 2 in the nation, defeated the Georgia duo Wil Spencer and Garrett Brasseaux for the
Doubles Championship on Janaury 16. In the singles competition,
junior Jonas Lutjen and freshman
Nik Scholtz reached the seminfinals. Freshman William Kallberg
knocked off the top seed and the
nation’s No. 3 ranked player, Wil
Spencer of Georgia, in straight
sets to reach the quarterfinals. The
No. 24 Rebel Netters return home
for their first dual match of the
season on Jan. 26 against Southern Miss.
The women’s team kicked off
the season with a two-match trip
to Hawaii this past week. In the
season opener, Ole Miss swept the
number five team in Division II,
Hawaii Pacific, 7-0. The women’s
team finished off the road trip
with a 6-1 win at Hawaii. The
team, preseason ranked No. 37
in the nation, travels to Tallahassee, Fla., this weekend for the ITA
Kick-Off Weekend. They will face
Texas A&M in the first round Saturday at 10 a.m.
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

Homes for Sale
FOR SALE LARGE home divided into
3 apartments READY TO RENT - great
investment property. Walking distance to
Campus and Square. 1/2 acre lot. Private
Parking. $289K. (662)202-7889

Apartment for Rent
SUBLEASE 1 BD/1 BA apt. available for
spring semester. $759 w/ Cable & Internet included. Pet friendly. (662)614-3152
FIRST MONTH FREE Wanted female for
sublease apartment. 4 BD at the Connection. $399/Month Lease runs till 7/31/12.
Call David (513)888-7417

House for Rent
HOUSE FOR RENT ASPEN RIDGE
3Bed 2.5Bath Fenced Backyard Available Jan 1 2012 $1000 month utilities not
included (404)354-1436
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For rent LARGE home divided into
3 apartments. 4 bed, 4 bath, 3 kitchens,
2 wash/ dry, PetSafe underground dog
fence, private parking, huge back yard.
Walk to Square and Campus. Utilities
included. Will rent entire house or individual units. (662)202-7889
3BDR/3BA house 8 Davis Springs.
$950 a month; WSG included. Call James
R. Davis at (662)513-0011.
3bd/ 2.5 bth aspen ridge Available
now, furnished. $1200. 3BD/3BTH 1006
Creekside $900 2BD/1BTH $550 Lafayette Land (662)513-0011

Condo for Rent
3 Br, 2 Ba, Fully furnished condo at
The Park (one Br furnished as an office
with sleeper sofa). Close to Square and
campus. Washer/ Dryer, Pool, Fitness
Center. Cable/ Internet included. All utilities except electricity. $1000 per month
for 12 month lease or $1200 for month to
month. (601)896-3817
3bd/2ba in Turnberry Available
now. Pool, Tennis, Gym onsite. W/ D in
unit. $1150/ mo includes cable. Call Brian
(615)957-8149

Weekend Rental
weekend rentals Football availability online now. www.oxfordtownhouse.
com/ EventAvailability.aspx (662)8016692

Miscellaneous

Thacker

Mountain

Radio
Thursdays 6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Rebel Radio 92.1

PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Testing... Limited Ultrasound...
Facts, Options and Support... Free and
Confidential. wwwpregnancyoxford.com
234-4414

Part-time
BARTENDING $250/ Day Potential
No Experience Necessary. Training Available. 1-800-965-6520 Ext 155
New Rainbow Cleaner 3 shifts morning, afternoon, and evening. apply
in person with class schedule - 1203
Jackson Avenue W. @ west entrance to
Ole Miss no phone calls. previous experience a + be prepared to work in a fast
paced environment- computer skills important. weekly pay and you have the
same schedule each day of the week.
some saturdays required
Old Venice Now Hiring Hostesses
& Servers. Applicants need to be bright,
enthusiastic and friendly. Apply in person.
662-236-OVPC
studentpayouts.com Paid Survey
Takers Needed In Oxford. 100% FREE
To Join! Click On Surveys.

Automobiles
Red 2002 Volkswagen New Beetle
GL
Good Condition, $3500 OBO
Leather interior, Cold A/ C, Excellent
Heater, AUX/ iPod port
Sale as is. No warranty. (662)404-0459

theDMonline.com

DM

non-condensed

0 grams
Trans Fat!

, Januar y 27th
Applications due by Friday
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Getting to know ... Freeze’s new staff
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2012 football schedule

INFOGRAPHICS BY CAIN MADDEN | The Daily Mississippian

ASCHOFF,
continued from page 12
that talent.
I think, in the offseason, developing those attitudes, developing
those personalities and whipping
those guys into shape is going to
be big for them. It doesn’t matter
how good of a recruiter you are
if you can’t develop those players both mentally and physically.
Like telling how good of a coach
Freeze is going to be — time will
tell with the assistant coaches.
DC: Talk about the schedule and some of the good
and bad things for Ole Miss
and how it compares to other schools around the SEC.
EA: For starters, I think Ole
Miss, unfortunately, has the
toughest schedule in the SEC
next year. Their true road games
are at Alabama, at Arkansas, at
Georgia and at LSU. Then they
have to play both Texas and Texas A&M. So I think it’s a really
tough start for new coach Freeze
in Oxford. It’s definitely going to
be a learning experience.
I think the plus side of it is that
Ole Miss is going to go through
a lot of challenging games,
and we’re going to learn about
Freeze and about the resiliency
of the team. It’s pretty tough.
Your toughest games are always

going to be on the road, but (especially) when you’re playing the
best teams in the SEC all on the
road in your first year.
DC: What games stick out
in your mind that can build
momentum for Freeze and
the football program?
EA: I think it’s the last game.
Beating Mississippi State in the
Egg Bowl is huge. Houston Nutt
did not beat Dan Mullen. It
definitely gave Mississippi State
momentum at the end of every
year. Mullen has been great in
the post-season, and he’s been
able to recruit really well. There’s
that big billboard fight between
Mississippi State and Ole Miss
right now, so getting that win at
the end of the season makes up
for a lot.
You see Kentucky last year.
They didn’t make a bowl game,
but they beat Tennessee for the
first time in 26 years. That’s
huge for a program. It gives you
momentum in the offseason. It

helps you in recruiting. It helps
your mindset going into the next
year, especially after a bad year.
This is going to be a tough
season for Freeze, but if he can
get that win in Oxford over Mississippi State and bring the Egg
Bowl back to Oxford, I think that
will help him out a lot in recruiting and shape that discipline that
he needs on his team to shift the
momentum in that program.
DC: What is the best-case
and worst-case scenario as
far as record goes next season?
EA: I think the worst case is
getting another two-win season.
With all of those road games,
I think it’s going to pile on at
the end of the season, having
to play at Arkansas, at Georgia and coming home to play a
Vanderbilt team that I think is
going to be pretty good just like
they were last season. If they go
another season of winning just
two games, that’s really going to

Deal’s auto repair
&Full Service
Glass
Co.
Repair Center

For all your auto repair
and glass needs
281-4417 • 2100 S. Lamar
Next to marquiS ChevroN

hurt heading into Freeze’s next
season.
There’s a chance they can win
three or four. I think the best-case
scenario is winning four or five
games next season. Like I said,
it’s not going to be a quick fix.
It’s going to be tough for them to
get to the bowl-eligible mark or
even to five wins because of how
tough that road schedule is and
having to play Texas at home as
well.
I’m not sure about a prediction yet. I want to see what they
do this offseason. How good
does D.T. Shackelford come
back? Can that offensive line rebound from last season? Is Jeff
Scott ready to be the go-to back
in that offense? Who is going to
be the quarterback? I think that
is a huge storyline in the offseason for this team. And who
are going to be the playmakers
for this team? So, I’m not quite
sure about a prediction yet, but I
think worst case is two wins and

best case four or five wins.
DC: What would you tell
fans who are expecting the
quick fix and a lot of bigtime recruits to sign on
such short time?
EA: I think a lot of patience
has to be instilled in the Ole Miss
fan base. I think a lot of people
think that this is a program on
Alabama’s level, on LSU’s level
and on Arkansas’ level, but it’s
just not true. Ole Miss is at the
bottom of the SEC right now,
and it’s going to take time.
To get those big-time recruits
in the first (recruiting) class obviously helps build positive attitude.
I know Freeze has his two guys
ranked in the ESPN Top 150,
and that’s good. He’s definitely
hitting the recruiting trail hard,
but it’s all about what these guys
can do in their second and third
years. Quick fixes don’t work in
the SEC, and it won’t work with
Ole Miss. The fans have to be
patient with this coach.
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ESPN’s Aschoff talks Freeze, 2012 schedule and future of Ole Miss football
BY DAVID COLLIER
dlcollie@olemiss.edu

QUENTIN WINSTINE | The Daily Mississippian

Head football coach Hugh Freeze speaks to the crowd at his introductory press conference
this past December. ESPN.com’s Edward Aschoff talks about Freeze, his new coaching staff
and the Rebels’ 2012 schedule.
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Football beat
writer David
Collier recently
caught up with
E S P N. c o m ’ s
SEC
blogger
Edward
Aschoff, who
spoke about the
Ole Miss football program and
its eventful offseason.
David Collier: Talk about
the hiring of Hugh Freeze
and what you think it does
for Ole Miss to make them
a legitimate contender in
the SEC West.
Edward Aschoff: I think
patience is definitely going to be
key, not only for Freeze but for
the fan base. The recruiting has
to be better. He was left a good
bit of talent by Houston Nutt’s
last class, but he struggled the
last couple of years because his
recruiting didn’t pan out the first
couple of seasons he was there.
A lot of guys didn’t qualify, and a
lot of guys just didn’t pan out.
Freeze is definitely a solid
recruiter. He knows the area
around Mississippi. He’s going
to be able to recruit that state.
He has to win that first. He has
to beat Dan Mullen in recruiting every year to get Ole Miss
back. I think outside of getting
athletes, he has to restore some
sort of discipline. They struggled
so much with discipline last season on and off the field. For a
team that only won two games,
there’s no way you can get any
momentum if you have an attitude problem. I think that’s what

Ole Miss has.
Freeze seems like a guy that
can shape things up there. I think
it will take him awhile; Ole Miss
is definitely way behind in the
SEC. It’s not going to be a quick
fix. He’s going to need a few
years. I don’t think it’s going to
be two or three years before Ole
Miss is really competing in the
West. It’s going to be really tough
coming off that first season. To
play all those road games, to play
a schedule like that, it’s going to
be hard for him to keep momentum in his program.
I think attitude and patience
(are) definitely going to be the
keys for Freeze’s career at Ole
Miss. It’s going to take a few
years. Five years may be the
time that we really start to see
Ole Miss competing in the West.
They’re really behind the eight
ball right now. It’s going to take
some time.
DC: Do you think Freeze
was the right guy for Ole
Miss?
EA: Time will tell. It’s always
tough to say right off the bat if
it was the right hire. A lot of bigname coaches don’t work out
and some smaller coaches do,
so I think it will take a couple
of years before we find out. It’s
kind of like recruiting, where everybody puts a lot of stock into
where recruiting classes rank
right after signing day, but what
they should look at is where they
are in four years.
I think it’ll take a couple of
years before we figure out if
Freeze was the right hire because
look at Houston Nutt. A lot of
people said that was a great
hire, and he was gone after four

years.
DC: Would you say it was
a hire Ole Miss had to make
to take a chance on a younger, unproven coach?
EA: Again, it’s kind of tough
because there were a lot of bigname guys that I know were interested in Ole Miss. Getting a
guy that knows the state of Mississippi, that is a great recruiter,
that has had success at his last
job and that’s an up-and-coming
guy will add flare to the Ole Miss
job.
You look at Urban Meyer. He
was a hot, young coach. Freeze
wasn’t on Urban’s level, but he’s
a young coach that a lot of people have been talking about. I
think getting him in and the fact
that he knows Oxford and a lot
of people there will help warm
up the fan base to him. Right
off the bat, it is definitely a good
hire.
DC: Talk about the staff
he has put together. A lot of
the coaches have previously
been recruiting coordinators. Do you think that will
help or hurt Ole Miss in the
future?
EA: It’s tough to say right now.
Getting guys that are going to be
able to get athletes on campus
is always a good thing, but you
definitely need people that know
how to develop talent.
Going back to Houston Nutt,
he was able to get a few really
good players, but he just couldn’t
develop them. Ed Orgeron had
that problem. He brought in
some really good recruiting classes, but they just couldn’t develop
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